Content Pack:
Entomology

Bad Bugs

How to use the Content Pack?
Each Content Pack for Ag Tech STEAM is formed around the
letters of STEAM.

Science.
Technology.
Engineering.
Art.
Math.
Each letter will have a created or curated activity, with links
for more learning from our partners and selected sources.
There will be some ‘in field’ (or yard!) activities, some that you
can use your computer for and some that are ‘analog’ where
you are making and creating, learning and doing.
At the end of each section there will be links to more learning!
The heart of Ag Tech STEAM is to introduce you do some of
the awesome science and technology that is used every day
in all parts of agriculture.
We invite you to share your work on our social, share ideas
for future content packs and connect with us to see more
posts and bonus content!
Content packs are for all ages! Have fun!

SCIENCE
Science tells us a lot about the animals we call ‘bugs’ or ‘insects’. In
agriculture they can fall into two large groups by their ability to help or
harm a crop (or livestock - we’ll talk about that in another content
pack!)

Everyone loves a bad guy - in an action movie or comic! Farmers know
that too many bad bugs can be a problem, and can tell them that there
is a mystery in their fields to solve. Bad bugs impact livestock too but
that’s another content pack!
So what makes a bug bad? Sometimes it’s being in the wrong place at
the wrong time, sometimes it is because they were introduced from
somewhere else (these are called invasive insects and can be a really
big problem for agriculture - more info at this link!)
Sometimes they are bad when they are in different stages of
development, and harmless in others. But bad bugs do three things:
they harm crops or soils, they cause farmers to have yield or
reproductive losses and they can harm stored crops. Bad bugs are a
complicated bunch aren’t they?

SCIENCE ACTIVITY
Scientists often are specialists in different areas, and sometimes in
different regions. Even specialists in specific crops and soils.

Science didn’t always appreciate the helper, or good, insects but they
have had a good idea about bad ones for a long time.
Be a scientist and do some research about some bad bugs that could
be seen in farms in your area. In winter ask farmers about bad bugs in
grain bins or barns, in spring ask about bad bugs in the soil that can
hurt emerging seeds and young plants, in summer ask about bad bugs
that hurt plants as they grow.
Make a note of the ‘bad’ bugs you hear about that maybe aren’t so bad
(like wasps) because they do good but can be mean. Ask your grown
up to help you search or go to these links and watch the videos:

Technology
In agriculture we can use technology to tell us things about insect
activity in our crops during the growing season, and even before the
crops come up.
Technology, such as apps, can tell us what kinds of bugs or insects
we are seeing, what stage they are in and what jobs they do.
Farmers can use specialized technology in cameras to ‘see’ insect
stress in crops before damage is visible to the farmer’s eye. These
cameras sense changes in the plants as a response to stress from
insects, disease or other stress.
Farmers and agronomists can use mapping and bug counts to
determine if they need to spray a pesticide. This link has some
images of ‘invisible’ crop damage! What do you see?
Technology also gives farmers a good idea how well their good bugs
are doing in controlling the pests in their fields and orchards.
TECHNOLOGY ACTIVITY
Lots of technology involved coding, but technology also can involve
using cameras, sensors and learning to interpret the information
coming in.
Pretend you are an agronomist and you get the results of a field scan
back, pick out the areas of stress based on the colors the camera
‘sees’ in the field. Click here for a map:
Farmers will decide to spray for pests based on how many are present
in a field, the amount of damage they are doing and if the spray will be
effective for their stage of development.
For a fun bonus activity build drone out of craft supplies or Lego.
Farmers use drones and planes to scan their fields to ‘see’ damage
from the air. This specialized technology includes cameras, GPS,
mapping and data collection!

Engineering
Ag Tech uses a lot of engineering. Some equipment like the DOT
can do their jobs autonomously! See a video here of DOT spraying
for weeds and insects all on her own!
Sometimes engineers have to do what seem like ‘low tech’ things to
find ‘high tech’ solutions to problems.
Your grown ups may have heard the saying, ‘Making a better
mouse trap.’ but we want you to engineer a better bug net!

Sweeping fields is an important way to see what kinds of good and
bad bugs are present, and at what stage they are.
You can draw your net, and think about the kinds of bugs you want
to catch. That will change the material you might use. Some people
use a very find mesh, others use the material you’d find your
favorite t-shirt.

Here are some ideas to get you started!

Art
It is often said that there is as much an art to agriculture as there is a
science. And scientists have often used art to diagram, map and
understand what they are studying.
A really great way to understand how an insect’s body works is to
model them. We can use computers or things around our homes to
make models. Clay, craft supplies and Lego are wonderful for creating
models of insects you see.

Look closely at how their bodies work - eyes, antennae, legs, mouths,
body shape and size. These all can tell you how the insect hunts,
pollinates or helps farmers and crops in other ways. Do they fly or
crawl, do they change shapes and functions as they grow?
ART PROJECT
With art or craft supplies you have on hand - clay, Lego, craft sticks
and paper - make a model of something really fun!
Pick your favorite bad bug. Then make a good scientific model of it.
Make a second one, but make it a comic book bad guy!

Here is one we drew...by exaggerating the things that make a bad bug
a ‘bad guy’ we can more easily remember what makes them so bad.

Math
DO NOT SKIP THIS! It will be fun. We promise!
Did you know that math plays a very important role in ag tech?
It does!

We use math in ag tech for calculating many things! Some you might
already know. Like acres and fuel, or seed and fertilizer. Or how long
to the end of the field.
But what about counting bugs in a field, or yard?
Bug counts - would you be able to count every bug in every field?
NO WAY! But you can use math to help you create a very good
estimate. By creating these estimates farmers and agronomists can
determine how many and what types of insects are living in a crop
during a certain time of year, day and stage of crop. This is important
for making decisions on how to protect crop from different threats,
and also to help understand how well we are supporting our good
insect partners.
MATH ACTIVITY

When you did the Math Activity for the Good Bugs content pack you
did a bug count. Do you remember?
Now we are going to do another math project with those numbers.

In that sweep you counted the numbers of good and bad bugs you
found. Make a chart of how many good bugs and bad bugs there
were. Which number is bigger? Did you note what kinds of bugs you
found? Sometimes it takes a lot of good bugs to manage the bad
ones, and sometimes it doesn’t.
That chart will help you later on when we talk about soil and plant
health...so keep it handy!

These content packs could not be brought to you without a lot of support and friendship.
Many individuals gave freely of their time and expertise to help bring you these packs.
We want to say thank you to them and acknowledge some of the organizations that have so generously
helped us. We couldn’t do this without you!
Farm Credit Canada / FCC AgExpert
Olds College
Xarvio Canada
BASF
Bayer Crop Science
Canada Learning Code
Kids Code Jeunesse
If you want to learn more head over to these links:
https://www.gov.mb.ca/agriculture/crops/insects/pubs/predatorsofinsectsfactsheet.pdf
https://www.canolacouncil.org/canola-encyclopedia/insects/beneficial-insects/
https://www.ualberta.ca/admissions-programs/online-courses/bugs-101/index.html
https://www.agricultureforlife.ca/steam-lab
https://entsocalberta.ca/resources/learn/
https://fieldheroes.ca/
https://www.makingsciencemakesense.com/science-library/resources/
https://www.deere.com/en/connect-with-john-deere/john-deere-for-kids/
http://publications.gc.ca/collections/collection_2015/aac-aafc/A59-23-2015-eng.pdf

We thank all of our content creators who generously shared with us for the content pack.
We encourage you to share your creations with us on social media!
Use the hashtags #ruralkidscan and #agtechsteam
@ag_steam
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